Aspire Package Offerings

YARDI ASPIRE
Yardi Aspire is an industry-leader in learning and content management technology. It’s the only platform that delivers Yardi’s exclusive collection of hundreds of self-paced courses and thousands of live training webinars all developed, delivered and maintained by Yardi product experts on Yardi software products. Give employees the support they need to feel confident and forward moving in their software skill development. Yardi’s interactive course feature simulations, non-linear learning scenarios, branching exercises, case studies and challenging assessments. Whether you are training new employees, re-training or up-skilling your team, our mobile-friendly courses deliver consistent, and 100% customizable training to any employee, no matter where they are located. Let Yardi Aspire’s forward-thinking automation tools remove the burden of training administration so you can focus more on your employees.

ASPIRE PRO
Round out your training program with the advanced tools and reports in the Pro package. Trainers will enjoy the convenience of creating, sending, setting up auto-reminders and reporting on standard or anonymous surveys without leaving the platform. Integrated tools allow you to automatically send surveys at the conclusion of webinars and courses. Schedule surveys based on employee data like tenure, job role, location and more. Our eSign Document module streamlines collection of employee signatures on company forms and documents in a secure and 100% online workflow. Add a little technology to support your company’s green initiatives during onboarding, promotions, goal setting and compliance audit processes. SCORM tracking allows you to upload, assign and track learner achievements from “off the shelf” content obtained from other content providers and industry organizations.

ASPIRE PLUS
Aspire Plus includes the Yardi Aspire package and a collection of high-impact, bite-sized courses covering topics that go beyond Yardi product training. The Plus package extends your course catalog to deliver essential knowledge and skills on a variety of competency areas in a highly engaging and interactive experience. Courses are built and maintained with proprietary authoring tools, allowing quick and easy modifications, import policies, procedures and other custom information to ensure employees are receiving all relevant information in a single course.

ASPIRE PREMIUM
Aspire Premium includes everything listed in the Yardi Aspire, Aspire Pro and Aspire Plus packages. Aspire Premium is the complete solution with all options available to develop a training program that achieves your organizational goals and objectives.
Yardi Aspire Features and Tools

CORE ASPIRE FEATURES

- Import user data from HR, payroll or active directory
- Auto-delivery of individualized blended learning plans
- 100% customizable course catalog
- Unlimited access to exclusive Aspire courses on Yardi products
- Automatic course upgrades
- End-to-end event/meeting/training management tools
- Unlimited Yardi taught product webinars
- Centralized resource (file and document) management
- Advanced authoring tools
- Yardi quick resource template (includes video and tip sheet library)
- Import historical and external learner completion records
- Store secret shop reports and scores on learner transcript
- Export learning completion records to HR system
- Integrated coaching and feedback tools for supervisors and trainers
- Dedicated Voyager practice environment
- Due date tracking and auto-recertification tools
- Student notifications and calendar appointments
- Unlimited custom letter templates
- Hundreds of custom configurable reports
- Supervisor and administrator scheduled reports

PRO UPGRADE

ESIGNATURE DOCUMENTS
- Unlimited PDF documents with print and email options
- Secure eSignature documents with 3 privacy levels
- Support for internal and external recipients
- eSignature reminders and reporting

SURVEYS
- Multiple survey distribution methods
- Tracked and anonymous surveys
- Survey support in platform announcements, emails and resources
- Scheduled survey based on learning plan step, hire date, job title, etc.

SCORM TRACKING
- Unlimited SCORM course uploads and storage
- Add custom content, tests, surveys, exercises before/after SCORM class
- SCORM reporting on progress, test scores, etc.

PLUS UPGRADE

- 300+ courses in essential catalog
- Spanish versions available for select maintenance and safety courses
- Compliance training
- Safety training & maintenance skills
- Leasing & sales skills
- Leadership & supervisor skills
- HR & professional development training

PREMIUM UPGRADE

- Includes all available features